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Mr. Majidi and the Electricity Box is an exhibition of collaborative works by Iranian filmmaker Mania Akbari and British sculptor Douglas White. 

Following on from their film A Moon for My Father (2019), the exhibition features new photographic and sculptural works that further reflect on 

ideas of biopolitics and different forms of governmental control. Composed of found objects and archival imagery, this disquieting and surreal series 

focuses on specific instances of censorship, surveillance and control. Through a poignant and personal perspective, Akbari and White invite the 

audience to contemplate the complex and often invisible connections between state, body and objecthood. 



V.O Curations supports emerging art through affordable studio programmes, artist residencies and exhibition spaces in Central London. The 

diverse set of talents from multiple backgrounds and experiences, aim to share personal identities through their work in a collective melting pot. 

V.O positions itself at the intersection of artist and institution, providing resourceful and supportive environments filled with various opportunities. 

12th Floor in Waterloo serves as their lead London location, launched within the former studio of David Chipperfield, and welcomes young 

international artists to collaborate towards themed exhibitions yearly. 



 

RESISTANCE GEOMETRIC from an ontological  view,  how 

do the objects and purportedly lifeless 'things' around us impact 

our  bodies  and  its  social  presence?  Our  surrounding  objects 

communicate  in their own way; they are reflections of the power 

and political structures around them. Objects shape our identities 

as much as we shape them. The power of objects speak of a lively 

network deeply entangled with  the  interior  and exterior  of  our 

corporeal  experiences.  Jane  Bennett  highlights  the  inherent 

capability  of  objects  bu  extrapolating  the  power/object 

relationships. objects that go beyond their object-hood and insist 

on the totality of their independence in   interaction with humans 

are  the  genuine  creators  of  history.  Shapes  and  forms  have 

cultural and citizen rights.Throughout history, humans in various 

layers of power have shown the desire to conceptualize objects as 

items in  their  service,  yet  objects  have grossly  shaped and re-

shaped humans; successfully debunking this one-sided reading of 

our  relationship  with  the  things  around  us.  To  push  the 

controversy further, one can argue humans are indeed enslaved to 

the  objects  and  forms  that  surround  them,  and  rarely  do  they 

revolt against the tyranny of their rigid power structures, creating 

new political meaning of the rejected objects. 





 In  our  machine  age  objects  and  their  historic  connotations  are 

capable  of  swiftly  transforming  to  the  political  realm  and  by 

extension shifting the bodies that come in contact with them into 

political  bodies.  Centralized power  regimes have long desired to 

control  our  bodies  and  in  their  quest,  objects  have  played  an 

important role. To study the objects around us with great attention, 

is to unpack the very structures that control our bodies. One of the 

most important contemporary examples of how an ordinary urban 

object  transforms  into  a  political  volume,  a  powerful  symbol  of 

resistance with a dense memory carrying the history of a geography 

has been the electrical boxes that Iranian women activists use as 

platforms to projects their discontent. Initiated in the physical world 

by citizen activists and quickly spread through virtual channels, the 

protests atop the common electrical boxes immediately elevated the 

the simple form of these boxes into the political realm of resistance 

geometries. These public sculpture is the symbol of people's power 

against  the  power  regimes  suppressing  them;  they  are  carrying 

within themselves a significant history of activism and resistance.  

One can observe in "Mr Majidi and the Electricity Box" opening on 

November 27, 2019 at VO Curations, London, electrical boxes that 

have  become  resistive/progressive  geometries  through  their 

interactions with political bodies.



Girls of Enghelab Street is a series of protests against compulsory hijab in Iran. The protests were inspired by Vida Movahed an Iranian woman 
known as the Girl of Enghelab Street who stood in the crowd on a utility box in the Enghelab Street of Tehran on 27 December 2017, tied her hijab, a 
white headscarf, to a stick, and waved it to the crowd as a flag. She was arrested on that day and released temporarily on bail a month later, on 28 
January 2018. 



The original utility box that Vida Movahed and other protesters stood on top of, located in the Enghelab–Vesal Junction in Tehran has since been altered 
by the government to prevent protesters from standing on its top. 



A number of artists have drawn up a plan in the virtual world. How is the exchange of ideas facilitated through the virtual world in the spaces of 
securitized countries? Exchange of ideas through social media brings people closer together and produces new though movements. 



And the people have realized those plans in support of the Enghelab street women  and at last, this sculpture, a historical feminist symbol and a sign of 
human liberty was shaped in collaboration between people and the government of Iran. A symbol of continued resistance.



Douglas  and  Mania  decided  to 
replicate this symbol of resistance, 
this street object weaved with the 
political  memory  and  history  as 
part of their exhibition. 



By  inviting  this  street  object  into  the 
gallery  space,  they  attempt  to  break  the 
audience's  needy  gaze  and  confronting  it 
with the geometries  of  resistance and the 
historic memory of Iran. This confrontation 
is  the  rejuvenating  of  new meaning   from 
objects that make themselves in relation to 
the  behaviours  and  political  body  of 
humans. 



Geometric Resistance  

Steel, plywood, concrete 192 x 167 x 61 cm. 
2019  





Mr. Majidi 

Concrete, found objects, steel, Valchromat 
2019 



 Standing  in   the  middle  of   the  exhibition 
space,  the  sculpture  series  ‘Mr  Majidi’  com- 
piles  elements  gathered  from a  previous  life  in 
Tehran,  and  a  current  habitat  of  London.  The 
artists’  recognised  in  these  found  objects, 
discarded  water  butts  discovered  in  London’s 
streets,  a  figure  that  was  familiar  to  them.  Mr 
Majidi relates to Akbari’s direct experience of the 
Iranian  operative  of  the  Revolutionary  Guard, 
who  is  responsible  for  the  surveil  lance  and 
control of the nation’s filmmakers and, ultimately, 
responsible  for  her  own  exile.  Operating  under 
this mysterious name, this authoritative figure was 
invasively present in Akbari’s life and career, and 
took on perverse roles of a charming confidant, as 
well as an abusive commander. The staggered and 
serial presentation of the sculptures suggests the 
character’s  multiplicity  of  facettes.  Free  of  his 
control, yet still affected by his memory, Akbari 
and  White  explore  the  ongoing  psychological 
shadow  cast  over  their  lives  by  presenting  the 
sculptures  as  animated  marionettes,  dismantled, 
inside out,  standstill and upside down. The scene 
communicates violence with the playfulness of a 
cartoon, which the exhibition title further alludes 
to  through reference to  the ‘Mr.  Man’ series  of 
children books.





Mr. Majidi 

Concrete, found objects, steel, Valchromat 
50 x 40 x 125 cm. 
2019 



Mr. Majidi 

Concrete, found objects, steel, Valchromat 
50 x 40 x 125 cm. 
2019 



Through the lense of rusted architectural elements, one 
can notice the photographic series ‘House of Sins’, 
which  have  also  emerged  through  authority  and 
rebellion. The photographs are comprised from images 
taken from mobile phones seized by the Iranian police, 
and used as evidence at government trials to make a case 
for supposed morally corrupt behaviour. They have been 
doctored  and  blurred  by  authorities,  and  transitioned 
from the private space to the public, rendering intimate 
settings,  every  bodys’.  Blurring  the  photographs 
generalises  the  agents  they  contain,  and  further  the 
blurred  bodies  become  a  trace.  They  transform  into 
symbols, which are used as examples and threats. Akbari  
and  White  re-present  these  affects  as  away of leaning 
into  their  visual  peculiarity,  and  as  a  means  to 
exaggerate  the  unsettling,  idiosyncratic  aesthetic  of 
authoritarian  power.  They  are  displayed  through 
transparencies on makeshift light boxes held by rusted 
metals, as a way of alluding to their original provenance 
on  mobile  phones,  as  well  as  public  spaces.  These 
materials  are  representative  of  the  state,  and  yet  the 
artists’ subversive and imaginative recycling and reuse 
signifies how they can also represent the site of potential 
rupture  and  protest.  The  works  become  indicative  of 
artistic  gestures  that  can  counter  these  notions  of 
political and personal subjection through expressions of 
resistance and activism.



House of Sin I

Light box, found metal structures, 
fluorescent lamps, acrylic transparency 
51 x 115 x 18 cm. 2019



House of Sin II  

Light box, found metal structures, fluorescent lamps, acrylic transparency 
46 x 101 x 20 cm.  2019

 



House of Sin III  

Light box, found metal structures, fluorescent lamps, acrylic 
transparency 
131 x 51 x 40 cm.  2019



Lubion Video-6 min- 2019  delves into an hallucinatory landscape, journeying through a shifting psychological and corporeal terrain borne of the 
powerful effects of the eponymous IVF hormone treatment undertaken by Mania. As the drug is delivered by injection, reality mixes with a chimeric 
techno-natural vision of inner and outer worlds.

LUBION -5:30 min- 2019



Lubion  (edition of 5) Film, 5:30 min, 16:9 2019 



LUBION -5:30 min- 2019



LUBION -5:30 min- 2019



LUBION -5:30 min- 2019



Lubion box, Syringes, suppositories, Lubion vials 
11 x 31 x 18 cm. 2019 





Mania  Akbari  (b.  Tehran,  1974)  is  an 
internationally acclaimed artist  and filmmaker. Her 
provocative,  revolutionary  and  radical  films  were 
recently  the  subject  of  retrospectives  at  the  BFI, 
Lon-  don  (2013),  the  DFI,  Denmark  (2014), 
Oldenburg  International  Film  Festival,  Germany 
(2014),  Cyprus  Film  Festival  (2014)  and 
Nottingham  Contemporary  UK  (2018).  Her  films 
have screened at festivals around the world and have 
received  numerous  awards  including  German 
Independence  Honorary  Award,  Oldenberg  (2014), 
Best  Film,  Digital  Section,  Venice  Film  Festival 
(2004),  Nantes  Special  Public  Award  Best  Film 
(2007)  and  Best  Director  and  Best  film at  Kerala 
Film Festival  (2007),  Best  Film and Best  Actress, 
Barcelona Film Festival (2007). Akbari was exiled 
from Iran and currently lives and works in London, a 
theme  addressed  in  ‘Life  May  Be’  (2014),  co-
directed with Mark Cousins. This film was released 
at  Karlovy Vary Film Festival  and was nominated 
for  Best  Documentary  at  Edinburgh  International 
Film Festival (2014) and Asia Pacific Film Festival 
(2014).  Akbari’s  latest  film  ‘A  Moon  For  My 
Father’,  made  in  collaboration  with  British  artist 
Douglas  White,  premiered  at  CPH:DOX  where  it 
won the NEW:VISION Award 2019. The film also 
received a FIPRESCI International Crit- ics Award 
at  the  Flying  Broom  Festival,  Ankara.  She  is 
currently working on a new project ‘Libido’ with her 
son Amin Maher. 



Douglas  White  (  b.1977  Guildford,  UK)  is  a  sculptor  known  for  his 
evocative use of  found objects  and materials.  His  works have a  sense of 
transformation through decay, of materials restless w is a sculptor, known for 
his evocative use of found objects and materials. Since graduating from the 
Royal College of Art in 2005 he has worked and exhibited around the world. 
Recent exhibitions include Portraits of my Father as a Horshoe Bat, Galerie 
Valerie Bach, Brussels (2017), Splendor Solis, Eden Rock Gallery, St Barth 
(2014), Song of the Roustabouts, Gabriel Rolt, Amsterdam (2013), New Skin 
for an Old Cer- emony, Paradise Row, London (2011). Recent notable group 
exhibitions include Iconoclasts: Art Outside the Mainstream, Saatchi Gallery, 
London (2017), Feito poor Brasilieros, Cidade Matarazzo, Sao Paolo (2014), 
Island,  Dairy  Art  Centre,  Lon-  don  (2013),  Con  Amore,  ARoS Museum, 
Denmark (2012), Weizmann Institute, Tel Aviv (2012), London Twelve, City 
of Prague Gallery,  Prague (2012),  REHAB, Fondation EDF, Paris  (2010), 
and  Natural  Wonders,  Baibakov  Fine  Arts,  Moscow  (2009).  He  was  a 
recipient of the Man Group Drawing Prize (2005) and the Deutsche Bank 
Pyramid Award (2005) and has been shortlisted for the Paul Hamlyn Award 
(2007) Jerwood Sculpture Prize (2005) and Jerwood Drawing Prize (2006). 
His  work  is  held  in  significant  collections  both  nationally  and  in- 
ternationally including the Saatchi Collection, David Roberts, Frank Cohen, 
Ernst and Young and Simmons & Simmons. He is represented by Galerie 
Valerie Bach, Brussels. 
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For any enquiries please contact:  

Mania Akbari 

 maniaakbari.studio@gmail.com  

+44 7577 318 108  

www.mania-film.com  

Douglas White 

 douglas.white@alumni.rca.ac.uk  

+44 7769 654 284  

www.douglaswhite.co.uk  

A Moon For My Father  

website 

 www.douglas-mania.com  


